Integrated system modeling analysis of a cryogenic multi-cell deflecting-mode cavity resonator
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A deflecting mode cavity is the integral element for six-dimensional phase-space beam control in bunch compressors and emittance transformers at high energy beam test facilities. RF performance of a high-Q device is, however, highly sensitive to operational conditions, in particular in a cryo-cooling environment. Using analytic calculations and RF simulations, we examined cavity parameters and deflecting characteristics of TM\textsubscript{110} mode of a 5 cell resonator in a liquid nitrogen cryostat, which has long been used at the Fermilab A0 Photoinjector (A0PI). The sensitivity analysis indicated that the cavity could lose 30\%–40\% of deflecting force due to defective input power coupling accompanying non-uniform field distribution across the cells with 40\,\sim\,50\,MeV electron beam and 70–80\,kW klystron power. Vacuum-cryomodules of the 5 cell cavity are planned to be installed at the Fermilab Advanced Superconducting Test Accelerator facility. Comprehensive modeling analysis integrated with multi-physics simulation tools showed that RF loading of 1\,ms can cause a \sim5\,K maximum temperature increase, corresponding to a \sim4.3\,\mu\,m/\,ms deformation and a 1.32\,MHz/K maximum frequency shift. The integrated system modeling analysis will improve design process of a high-Q cavity with more accurate prediction of cryogenic RF performance under a high power pulse operation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Deflecting-mode cavities have been used in a wide range of accelerator applications that include particle separation,\textsuperscript{1} temporal beam diagnostics,\textsuperscript{2} crab-crossing in colliders, x-ray pulse compression, longitudinal phase space (LPS) characterization,\textsuperscript{3,4} and phase space manipulation.\textsuperscript{5} In particular, manipulation between the transverse and longitudinal phase space\textsuperscript{6–8} and single shot diagnostics of LPS\textsuperscript{1} have been actively investigated with multi-cell deflecting mode cavities. It is a very useful tool for controlling transverse and longitudinal emittances in 6-dimensional phase space. The kick strength of the fundamental deflecting mode (TM\textsubscript{110}) is proportional to electric and magnetic field amplitudes, which are a function of ohmic-\textit{Q} (\textit{Q}_0) and transverse shunt impedance (\textit{R}/\textit{Q}). The power dissipated in a cavity is increased with an increase in the surface resistivity, \textit{R}_s = (\pi f\sigma/\sigma)^{1/2}, where \sigma is the conductivity. Also, phase-matched field distribution of multi-cell structures can improve field enhancement that possibly increases shunt impedance proportional to the number of cells. Therefore, in many cases, cryogenic operation and multi-cell design are considered for deflecting mode cavities: multi-cell TESLA type cavities are made out of either normal conducting copper or superconducting niobium. As performance of the overmoded high-Q cavities are, however, highly sensitive to operational conditions, accurate control of cavity parameters is a nontrivial issue under cryo-cooling operation owing to the extremely narrow bandwidth of their resonance. A variety of perturbations such as mechanical vibration, microphonics, and thermal radiations could significantly change characteristic cavity impedance. In particular, thermal variation resulting from cryo-cooling and RF-loading is the major source of structural deformations that bring about frequency deviations, which will therefore need to be considered in the cavity design. (The heat source of beam-loading and higher-order-modes (HOMs)/ wakefields should also be included in the analysis when cavities operate in a CW or a high rep-rate mode of high intensity beam.) However, accurate simulation modeling of a realistic operational environment is still a challenging issue for the design of a stable cryogenic RF system. Although versatile simulation technology has noticeably advanced in plasma physics and mechanical engineering, system design analysis demands complicated computational steps of data processing, which may possibly lead to the loss of data accuracy and simulation efficiency.

Over the past decade, a multi-cell deflecting (TM\textsubscript{110}) mode cavity has been employed for phase-space manipulation tests of high brightness beams\textsuperscript{9–14} at the Fermilab A0 photoinjector (A0PI), and extended applications are currently scheduled at the Advanced Superconducting Test Accelerator (ASTA) user facility (>50\,MeV). Despite the past successful experimental results, the cavity demonstrated a limited RF performance during liquid nitrogen (LN\textsubscript{2}) operation, which did not reach the theoretically predicted gradient. The designed cavity has been fully examined with theoretical calculations, based on the Panofsky-Wenzel theorem, using an integrated modeling tool with a comprehensive system analysis capacity to solve complex thermodynamics and the mechanical stress of the multi-cell. This paper discusses the cryogenic RF performance of the 5-cell deflecting mode cavity with numerical modeling analysis. It also presents up-to-date test simulation
results of an integrated thermo-stress analysis modeling tool on the deflecting cavity vacuum-cryomodule and low power RF-test results of warm (room-temperature, 297 K) and cold (LN$_2$-temp, 80 K) cavities.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

At the Fermilab A0PI, the deflecting mode cavity has been used for various beam optics experiments. As shown in Fig. 1, the cavity was designed with 5 cells to maximize kick strength and powered with a 50 kW (peak), S-band (3.9 GHz) klystron. The RF power was coupled into the cavity through the high power TEM-mode coaxial coupler that was built in the LN$_2$ vessel. The coupler design includes a temperature gradient from cryogenic temperature (80 K) of a LN$_2$-ambient cavity to room temperature of an input waveguide. As the emittance exchange only requires modest fields and short pulse lengths, the TM$_{110}$ mode cavity was constructed out of oxygen-free, high conductivity (OFHC) copper. A higher $Q_0$ was required than what was achievable at room temperature with the OFHC copper. Referring to $Q_0 = \sqrt{\frac{2\pi f_0}{R_s}}$, and $R_s = (\pi f_0/\sigma)^{1/2}$, we see that $Q_0$ is proportional to the square root of the copper’s bulk conductivity. A $Q_0$ 2.4 times greater was achieved by simply incorporating a LN$_2$ cryogenic jacket into the design.

The system is designed with the LN$_2$ vessel because the conductivity of normal conducting copper is increased 6 times from $5.8 \times 10^7 \, \Omega^{-1} \, m^{-1}$ at room temperature to $3.5 \times 10^8 \, \Omega^{-1} \, m^{-1}$ at 80 K, which doubles the cavity Q. As shown in Fig. 1(b), the cryo-vessel was designed with three frequency tuning screws, attached to the chamber-outside body at one end and the flange, brazed with the beam pipe at the other end, across the flexible bellows. The tuners push the flange against the body and the mechanical pressure is transferred to the cavity through the beam pipe, so the structural distortion by the tuner induces frequency change. As this simple design did not include vacuum insulation, the LN$_2$-temperature (~80 K) was maintained by shielding the outer body with foam insulation. The coaxial input coupler was designed with the critical matching condition, $r = \frac{Q_0}{Q_e}$, for maximum RF power coupling into the cavity. The original design includes many practical considerations in various technical aspects. However, a high-$Q$ cavity sensitively responds to dimensional deviations and external perturbations, which could significantly limit the deflecting performance in a cryostat. In particular, structural variation of the input coupler can significantly influence RF coupling characteristics producing an unevenly distributed field profile. It is thus highly probable that the limited deflecting performance of the 5 cell can be attributed to an off-resonance RF coupling presumably owing to design error, fabrication error, and/or cryo-cooling contraction. In order to completely identify the operational constraints, we thus investigated the cavity design and estimated its performance with a theoretical assessment incorporated with numerical data of RF simulation modeling analysis.

III. ANALYTIC ASSESSMENT

The integrated longitudinal acceleration of a particle traveling at the speed of light in the deflecting mode cavity is given by

$$V_L(r) = \frac{r_{co}}{c} \sqrt{2\left(\frac{R}{Q}\right) P Q_0 \frac{4\beta}{(1 + \beta)^2}},$$

where $(R/Q)$ is the shunt impedance per unit length, $P$ is the incident RF power from the klystron, $Q_0$ is the natural $Q$ of the cavity, $\beta = Q_0/Q_e$ is the coupling constant, $r$ is the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>CST</th>
<th>HFSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$f_i$ [GHz]</td>
<td>3.891</td>
<td>3.932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_0$</td>
<td>41.769</td>
<td>38.700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{aw}$</td>
<td>45.059</td>
<td>37.760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_e$</td>
<td>21.676</td>
<td>19.112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F$</td>
<td>0.927</td>
<td>1.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R/Q$ (atm)</td>
<td>~ 23</td>
<td>~ 23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG. 2. (a) Field distributions and simulation data, obtained from two EM simulation ($3.5 \times 10^8 \, \Omega^{-1} \, m^{-1}$ at 80K).
distance off axis, \( \omega \) is \( 2\pi \) times the resonant frequency, and \( c \) the speed of light in vacuo. Here, the shunt impedance, \( R/Q \), is calculated from field data obtained by RF simulation. Figure 2 summarizes the simulation results of the TM\(_{110} \) mode cavity from two RF computational codes, CST and HFSS. The two sets of the cavity parameters agree reasonably well. In particular, coupling constants are each close to critical coupling (\( \beta \sim 1 \)). (For the calculation, the copper conductivity was defined as \( \sigma = 3.5 \times 10^5 \text{ } \Omega^{-1} \text{ } \text{m}^{-1} \) at LN\(_2 \) temperature, \( \sim 80 \text{ } \text{K} \)).

This optimized cavity design was numerically investigated by adjusting matching impedance of the coupler: scanning the radial distance from the cavity axis, \( x \), and the relative length of the coaxial antenna, \( y \) (Fig. 3(a)). The beam pipe radius (18 mm) is 3 mm larger than the cavity iris radius (15 mm). One can see that external coupling through the coupler becomes stronger as its antenna becomes longer and its tip gets closer to the axis. Here, \( y = 0 \text{ mm} \) indicates the “original design position” of the coaxial antenna tip. As shown in Fig. 3(b), the original coupler design (\( y = 0 \text{ mm} \)) only has \( \beta = 0.42 \), but it is increased to \( \beta = 0.87 \) with \( y = 3 \text{ mm} \).

Figure 4 shows the longitudinal acceleration potential (\( V_L \)) versus antenna length (\( y \)) plots with respect to the radial position (\( x \)) of a particle. For this calculation, we used the same beam and RF parameters listed in Fig. 2 with 16 MeV beam energy and 50 kW klystron power. In Fig. 4(a), the increment of the potentials (\( V_L \)) of \( y = 0 \text{ mm} \) and \( y = 3 \text{ mm} \) is raised from 2\% of \( x = 0.5 \text{ mm} \) to 15\% of \( x = 2 \text{ mm} \), which enhances the deflecting force, as shown in Fig. 4(b), i.e., kick strength is increased from \( ~2.4 \) at \( y = 0 \text{ mm} \) to \( ~2.64 \) at \( y = 3 \text{ mm} \), which corresponds to a 10\% increment. We extensively examined the deflecting force with field uniformity and RF-coupling coefficient in the analysis (Fig. 5). The two main parameters were examined with respect to klystron

FIG. 3. (a) external \( Q (Q_{\text{ext}}) \) and (b) coupling coefficient (\( \beta \)) versus antenna length (\( y \)), obtained from numerical eigenmode analysis.

FIG. 4. Deflecting parameters calculated from eigenmode simulations: (a) deflecting voltage (integrated longitudinal acceleration field) for various transverse offsets and (b) kick strength versus antenna length (\( y \)) of input coupler.

FIG. 5. Deflecting force versus (a) field non-uniformity (deviation) and (b) coupling coefficient (\( \beta \)), obtained from analytic calculation with eigenmode simulations. Beam energy is 40 MeV.
input driving powers of 50 kW and 80 kW, as a new, pulsed 80 kW, 3.9 GHz Varian model VA-908K2 klystron has become available. Figure 5 shows that a 40% loss of field uniformity drops the deflecting force, \( k \), down to 1.1 from 1.4 and to 1.4 from 1.8 with 50 kW and 80 kW of klystron power, respectively. This corresponds to a \( \approx 27\% \) reduction of the deflecting force with 50 kW klystron power, whereas RF driving with 80 kW can improve it by 27%. The influence of the coupling constant, \( \beta \), on the deflecting force is relatively small; i.e., \( k = 1.4 \) (50 kW) and \( 1.8 \) (80 kW) at \( \beta = 1 \) and \( k = 1.35 \) (50 kW) and \( 1.7 \) (80 kW) at \( \beta = 0.5 \): only a 3.7% and 5.8% drop. We conclude that the off-resonance coupling leads to a reduction in the kick strength because it more likely perturbs the field distribution, decreasing cell-to-cell field uniformity, rather than directly weakening the field strength. Figure 6 shows the accelerating potential vs. radial position and the deflecting force versus the field deviation. Note that the increasing rate of the deflecting field amplitude along the radial distance is noticeably reduced with loss of field uniformity, which is reflected in the deflecting force: kick strength drops down to 2.9 from 3.95 with 40% non-uniformity (35.6% reduction). Eventually, one can see that poorly coupled RF power, accompanying perturbation of the field distribution, possibly causes a 30%–40% deficiency of the deflecting strength.

FIG. 6. (a) Deflecting voltage (integrated longitudinal acceleration field) versus radial distance graph with respect to field non-uniformity (b) deflecting force versus field non-uniformity graph, obtained from analytic calculations with eigenmode simulations. Beam energy is 40 MeV.

FIG. 7. (a) Loaded cavity resonant frequency and (b) ohmic \( Q (Q_0) \) of operating mode (\( \pi , T M_{110} \)) versus longitudinal length (5 cell cavity) graph.

FIG. 8. Frequency versus temperature graph, obtained from eigenmode simulations using linear thermal expansion coefficient (\( \alpha \)).
The influence of temperature variation on the cavity parameters has also been examined by scanning the dimensional scale of the cavity geometry. Under a heavy thermal expansion, a multi-cell cavity would experience severe stress with major deformation in the longitudinal direction as the cavity is designed to be mechanically constrained at the two ends. Thus, we first considered a simple model, which imposes a dimensional change only to the cavity length. Figure 7 shows the frequency and \( Q_0 \) versus longitudinal cavity length graphs. The average deviation of the loaded \( p \)-mode frequency and \( Q_0 \) is respectively \( 1 \text{ MHz/mm} \) and \( 90/\text{mm} \), which is small compared to typical frequency shifts in experiments. This thermal analysis model is somewhat impractical as a cavity resonant frequency depends mostly on the radial dimension. Besides, it is not easy to directly convert a 3-dimensional thermal effect to a one dimensional linear expansion. Therefore, we translated the impact of temperature change into the cavity with a linear thermal expansion coefficient of copper (1.66 \( \mu \text{m/m/K} \)) by adjusting the volumetric scaling factor of the structural dimensions.

Figure 8 shows the frequency shift (TM\(_{110}\pi\) mode) due to the effective temperature declination from room temperature (300 K) to LN\(_2\) (80 K), which is explained by the uniform change of the cavity volume. Note that the frequency is increased from 3.8725 GHz at 300 K to 3.8870 GHz at 80 K, which corresponds to 68 kHz/K. The simulation analysis estimates that cryo-cooling causes roughly a 24 MHz frequency deviation to the design cavity that would need to be considered in the process of determining cavity dimensions. This approximate analytic assessment is effective for quantifying an average deviation with the assumption that the entire cavity uniformly contracts with a decrease in temperature. However, it does not accurately predict local displacements due to RF-loading impacts over the structure, in particular on the system with fixed points. Moreover, it is limited in accurately implementing localized effects of critical heat sources such as RF loading and beam loading in the cryomodule analysis. Therefore, we extensively investigated RF-thermal characteristics of this 5-cell cryomodule with full 3D thermal and mechanical simulation modeling analysis. More details are discussed in Sec. IV.

**IV. SIMULATION MODELING**

Figure 9 depicts the recently designed vacuum-cryomodule containing the 3.9 GHz 5-cell deflecting mode cavity that could be installed at the Fermilab ASTA user’s facility. The system design looks very similar to the one depicted in Fig. 1, although it is designed with the vacuum insulator, instead of the foam insulator, which has much better thermal insulation efficiency. Volumetric contraction and thermal fluctuation resulting from LN\(_2\) cooling is no longer a critical factor since the vacuum insulator tank is an excellent heat reservoir for the LN\(_2\) vessel, which linearly cools the ambient temperature down to 77–80 K and maintains it consistently. Instead, it is more critical to consider RF loading and beam loading for CW or high duty operation of high intensity or high power machines. The frequency tuner is...
similar to the original design except that it is mounted on the vacuum tank with an additional flexible bellows. In this design, the amount of liquid nitrogen is controlled by the $\text{N}_2$ inlet and vent/relief and its level is monitored by the LN$_2$ level probe. The temperature of the LN$_2$ vessel remains constant by means of the vacuum insulation tank. However, even in the thermally insulated vacuum system, energy of long pulse duration deposits a considerable amount of power on the cavity surfaces that can increase the ambient temperature so highly as to exceed the temperature threshold of bubble formation in the N$_2$ fluid.

If a deposited power density on the cavity surface exceeds 1 W/cm$^2$ on average, it is highly probable that the ambient temperature exceeds the LN$_2$ boiling point ($\sim$77–80 K) so as to rapidly increase gap pressure and create N$_2$ bubbles that may change the ambient pressure around the cavity in the LN$_2$ vessel. The excessive fluctuation of vessel pressure could substantially impact cavity performance via frequency change, structural distortion, and even quench on the cavity. Therefore, we simply calculated average power densities deposited on the cavity surface with respect to pulse width and pulse repetition rate (PRR). For the calculation, it is assumed that the cavity receives 70 kW from the klystron and the surface area of the 5 cell is 97.96 cm$^2$ outside and 89.36 cm$^2$ inside, respectively. In Fig. 10, the gray areas denote a pulse condition with less than 1 W/cm$^2$ RF deposition on the outside (a) and inside (b) cavity surface. Although the calculation is based on the assumption that total RF power is deposited on the cavity surface, it appears that the RF pulse condition (1 ms/5 Hz) of 3.9 GHz deflecting mode cavity planned for the ASTA test facility surely exceeds 1 W/cm$^2$, which is about 4 W/cm$^2$ inside and 3.5 W/cm$^2$ outside. We examined the RF-loading characteristics with a full 3D simulation modeling analysis using an integrated multiphysics computational platform.

Figure 11 shows the flowchart of a batch-processing simulation algorithm for sensitivity analysis. The comprehensive sensitivity analysis modeling process starts with an electromagnetic (EM) simulation using a frequency domain solver to solve S-parameter through the input coupler. The RF surface loss of a single frequency signal obtained from a field monitor is transferred to the stationary thermal solver that calculates thermal surface losses, temperature distribution, and heat power density. From the heat, source of the thermal solver, the mechanical stress solver calculates structural displacement (deformation), strain, and stress, including a Van Mises stress analysis. The deformed geometry configuration is transferred to a frequency domain solver again, which calculates the S-parameter spectrum of the RF-loaded cavity structure. As a final step, the calculated S-parameter spectrum is compared with the original one to accurately quantify a frequency shift per RF-loading.

As shown in Figure 12(b), a broad frequency sweep of the frequency domain solver shows the TM$_{110,p}$ mode appearing at $f = 3.876$ GHz with an insertion loss of $-25$ dB. There are the other resonances, though not present in Fig. 12(b), in the $S_{11}$ spectrum, corresponding to higher order TM$_{110}$ modes (3/4$\pi$, 1/2$\pi$, and 1/4$\pi$). The total $Q$ ($Q_L$) of the operational mode is calculated to be $\sim$20 000 and relative RF-phase is $\sim$29.75° at the TM$_{110}$-mode resonance. The inset of Fig. 12(a) shows the field distribution of the power fed into the cavity through the input coupler. The RF data are transferred to the thermal stationary solver, as depicted in Fig 11, and the thermal losses are calculated with OFHC copper conductivity ($\sigma = 3.5 \times 10^7$ S/m) at 80 K, and the calculated data are exported to the thermal stationary solver. Figure 13(a) shows 2D and 3D spatial distributions of temperature increase with a 1 ms and 5 Hz pulse of 80 kW klystron power.
For the simulation, thermal surface property is defined with an emissivity of 0.7 and a heat transfer coefficient of 300 W/m²/K on the inner and outer cavity surfaces and all the thermal boundaries are supposed to have an adiabatic interface \( (dQ = 0) \) with consistent heat transfer. Note that power deposition is concentrated on the middle cell with the largest temperature increase, which is projected from a field distribution of the TM_{110,π} mode. Figure 13(b) shows the maximum temperature elevation versus pulse duration graph, obtained from a thermal simulation with 5 Hz PRR and 80 kW klystron power. This operation condition will eventually raise the ambient temperature up to \( \sim 85 \) K which exceeds the LN\(_2\) boiling point. In order to keep the temperature below the nitrogen boiling point, the LN\(_2\) flow rate in the vessel should remain high enough to maximize cooling efficiency. The parametric analysis of the RF pulsing condition was done with sweeping pulse widths and PRRs.

Figure 14 depicts a 3D contour plot of stress (maximum Von Mises) distribution over the cavity surface and geometrical displacement of deformed structure, calculated from transferred thermal distribution data. Under the same pulse condition (1 ms/5 Hz), the simulation results in maximum Von Mises stress of 0.005971 GPa, leading to an \( \sim 4.36 \) µm maximum displacement (bottom in Fig. 14(a): 10 times magnified figure). Once can see that the irises undergo the highest pressure, while maximum deformations appear at the equators. In this simulation, as depicted in the figure, the structure analysis model is programmed with three fixed points at the entrance and exit of the beam pipe and input coupler/probe coupler.

Figure 14(b) shows the dimensional deformation versus pulse duration graph, obtained from this structural modeling analysis. Note that pulse widths below 10 µs do not cause a detectable change of dimensional deformation (max.) on cavity geometry. Deformation steeply increases with pulse width above 100 µs, which causes 0.2 \( \sim 4.3 \) µm displacement (max.) with up to 1 ms. A frequency shift due to the structural deformation will cause a substantial change in the coupler matching condition, which can create an off-resonance power coupling with a huge reflection. Figure 15 shows S\(_{11}\) spectra of the original and deformed 5 cell structures, obtained from frequency domain solvers before and after RF-loading of 1 ms pulse to the cavity. The displacement of thermal energy deposition causes 7.32 MHz frequency shift, accompanied with 2.82 dB amplitude change and 59° phase deviation, on the TM_{110,π} mode, which is beyond the FWHM (full-width-half-maximum) bandwidth of the input signal. The summarized simulation results show that the designed system has a thermal sensitivity of 1.32 MHz/K, corresponding to 0.51 dB/K and 10.7°/K. This correction resulting from RF-loading should thus be included in cavity design for enabling optimal operation and accurate control of the vacuum-cryomodule. In addition, the beam-loading effect could also be another heat source capable of creating a critical thermal impact with CW or long pulse operation. However, the beam power might have a trivial influence with <1 ms and <5 Hz condition.
V. EXPERIMENTAL TEST

The 5 cell cavity in the cryo-vessel, after completely shielded by thermal insulation foams, was tested at room-temperature (297 K) and LN2-temperature (80 K). The cold cavity parameters were measured twice after 0 day and 20 days long cooling operations to observe temporal variation of thermal stability. Figure 16 shows $S_{11}$ spectra (amplitude and phase) of the warm and cold cavities and thermal variations of a TM$_{110}$-mode. It appears that the resonant frequency is up-shifted with $\sim 12.1$ MHz by the thermal transition from $T = 297.2$ K to $T = 80$ K, corresponding to $55.74$ kHz/K, under the condition that cavity frequency varies linearly with temperature. The resonant frequency further rose to $3.899922$ GHz after 20 days cooling, corresponding to converged thermal frequency variation of $\sim 57$ kHz/K, which is close to the simulation result, $64$ kHz/K (Fig. 8). The return loss remains steady at the initial cooling, while it is gradually increased to $\sim -10$ dB, corresponding to $0.0137$ dB/K. Even the reduction of coupling level will leave the system fairly operational as $90\%$ of driving power is still coupled in the system. The instantaneous phase deviation is $\sim 0.18^\circ$/K, but it is also gradually increased up to $0.447^\circ$/K after 20 days cryo-operation. Therefore, the measurement implies that in the early stage of LN2-operating mode, the system can operate with temporal change of $< 5$ K in terms of amplitude/phase deviation. However, as the vessel loses cooling efficiency with increasing time, acceptable temperature range for the system drops down to $< 2$ K, which might exceed ambient thermal fluctuation beyond controllable range of the foam-insulated system. For a better thermal management, a cryo-vessel should thus be designed with a vacuum-insulation, which is currently planned with the ASTA 5-cell deflecting mode cavities.

VI. CONCLUSION

A normal conducting multi-cell deflecting mode cavity has been used for various beam control applications in an LN2-vessel at the Fermilab A0PI and currently it is planned to accommodate vacuum-cryomodules of either normal conducting or superconducting deflecting mode cavities in the ASTA beam line for higher energy beam tests. Despite successful test results of the previous experiments on 6D phase-space manipulation, the 5-cell cavity demonstrated limited performance. Theoretical and numerical investigations of the LN2-ambient operational parameters showed that a reduction of kick strength could be ascribed to an improper impedance

![FIG. 16. Experimental S$_{11}$-spectral data of the 5 cell test cavity measured at (a) room temperature ($T = 297.2$ K), and LN2-cooled temperature ($T = 80$ K) (b) 0-day and (c) 20 days after cooling started.](image)
matching condition of the input coupler and non-uniform cell-to-cell field distribution. The cavity design in the deflecting performance can thus be improved by optimizing the coupling structure and cavity geometry. Volumetric change of the cavity dimensions resulting from LN2-cooling should be embedded in the design process to determine the correct operating frequency. The drafted 5-cell vacuum-cryomodule design for the ASTA beamline application was studied with the batched multiple simulation process, including RF, thermal, and mechanical solvers. The combined simulation results showed that thermal fluctuation arising from excessive cavity RF-loading can cause severe structural deformation and frequency deviation with long pulse length, high repetition rate operation. Also, the analytic correction will need to be considered in the high-Q cavity design. The fully integrated analysis module will enable rapid assessment on non-transient RF-thermal response and the resultant mechanical stresses of a high-Q RF-cryogenic system under a pulsed operation. Although instantaneous frequency shifts from periodic pulse loading are analyzed only by time transient simulations, this bundled analysis offers a simple way of readily implementing stationary thermal effects in the cavity design. This will improve fast engineering and fabrication processes of a highly sensitive RF cavity by quickly evaluating and compensating resident frequency deviations of RF-loaded cryogenic operation. Currently, more systematic optimization of the sensitivity modeling analysis on the deflecting mode vacuum-cryomodule is under consideration in comparison with experimental data.
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